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Abstract

We demonstrate that a blue (3ω, 351 nm) laser beam with an intensity of 2 × 1015 W-

cm−2 propagates within the original beam cone through a 2-mm long, Te=3.5 keV high density

(ne = 5 × 1020 cm−3) plasma. The beam produced less than 1% total backscatter; the resulting

transmission is greater than 90%. Scaling of the electron temperature in the plasma shows that

the plasma becomes transparent for uniform electron temperatures above 3 keV. These results are

consistent with linear theory thresholds for both filamentation and backscatter instabilities inferred

from detailed hydrodynamic simulations. This provides a strong justification for current inertial

confinement fusion designs to remain below these thresholds.
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Inertial confinement fusion and high energy density science experiments at large laser fa-

cilities require efficient laser beam propagation through long under-dense plasmas to deposit

energy at a desired region of interest. In the indirect drive approach to inertial confinement

fusion (ICF), a high-Z radiation cavity (hohlraum) filled with a low density gas is used to

convert laser energy into soft x-ray radiation to drive a fusion capsule implosion by abla-

tion pressure [1]. For achieving a symmetric capsule implosion and for reaching ignition

conditions, it is required that the energetic laser beams efficiently propagate through the

interior of the hohlraum and create soft x rays close to where the laser beams were initially

pointed on the hohlraum wall. The inside of the hohlraum will be filled with a low-Z or

mid-Z long-scale length (L ∼ 2 − 4 mm), high-temperature (Te À 3 keV) plasma ranging

in density from ne = 5 × 1020 to ne = 15 × 1020 cm−3 consisting of the initial fill material,

ablated material off the capsule, and other lined hohlraum surfaces. The physics of laser

beam propagation in ignition hohlraums is largely dominated by the laser-plasma interac-

tions in the fill plasma where laser backscattering, beam deflection, beam filamentation, and

self focusing may occur when driving these instabilities beyond their thresholds [2].

In this study, we present experiments that for the first time demonstrate transparent

plasmas in high electron temperature ignition conditions. A 3ω (351 nm) laser beam with

an intensity of 2× 1015 W-cm−2 propagates within the original beam cone through a 2-mm

long, Te=3.5 keV, under-dense (ne = 5 × 1020 cm−3) plasma. We show that increasing the

electron temperature reduces the total backscatter. At a peak electron temperature of 3.5

keV, less than 1% total backscatter and a transmission greater than 90% is observed. The

plasma conditions have been well-characterized using Thomson scattering and the electron

temperature is controlled by varying the total laser energy used to heat the target [3]. It is

shown that reducing the electron temperature or increasing the intensity of the laser beam

reduces the threshold for filamentation and stimulated Brillouin scatter (SBS).

A new target platform (Fig. 1a) for studying laser-plasma interactions in 2-mm long

high temperature plasmas has been developed by aligning an interaction beam down the

axis of a gas-filled gold cylinder (hohlraum); this allows direct measurements of the laser

beam propagation and transmission through ignition hohlraum plasmas. The hohlraum is

heated by thirty-three frequency tripled (λ = 351 nm) laser beams at the Omega Laser

Facility [4]. The electron temperature along the interaction beam path is controlled by

varying the heater beam energy from a maximum of 17 kJ; the plasma conditions along the
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FIG. 1: A 3ω interaction beam with a maximum power averaged intensity of 4 × 1015 W-cm−2

is aligned along the axis of a gas-filled hohlraum where 33 heater beams heat the CH gas to a

maximum electron temperature of 3.5 keV. (b) The electron temperature at the center of the

hohlraum is measured using Thomson scattering where the total heater beam energy has been

scaled from 8 kJ (circles) to 17 kJ (squares); the measurements are reproduced by hydrodynamic

simulations (curves).

interaction beam path have been measured using Thomson scattering (Fig. 1b) validating

2-dimensional HYDRA [5] hydrodynamic simulations that show a uniform 1.6-mm plasma

with a peak electron temperature of 3.5 keV [3]. These results provide confidence in the

hydrodynamic parameters used as the foundation for laser plasma interaction modeling. The

interaction experiments are performed in the uniform density plateau and before the shock

waves driven by laser beam ablation at the gold wall reach the hohlraum axis, t ' 1.3ns

(stagnation)[6].

This new target platform together with recently commissioned suite of laser-plasma in-

teraction diagnostics [7, 8] allows the access to high temperature, long scale length condi-

tions not previously available using gasbag [9, 10], toroidal hohlraum [11, 12], or gas-filled

hohlraum targets. Laser-plasma interaction thresholds are sensitive to the electron tempera-

ture and the length of the density plateau in a plasma; electron temperatures in open geom-

etry gasbag plasmas with roughly the same plasma conditions are significantly lower than

the target platform presented while scale lengths were much shorter in previous hohlraum

platforms.
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FIG. 2: (a) The SBS reflectivity is significantly reduced as the electron temperature is increased

for an intensity of Ip = 1.7× 1015 W-cm−2. The instantaneous reflectivities are obtained by time

resolving the backscatter and varying the total heater beam energy from 8 kJ (circles) to 16 kJ

(squares). Each point represents an average over 200 ps and each color corresponds to a separate

shot. (b) By delaying the interaction beam by 200 ps (dashed orange line) the beam interacts

primarily with hot plasma thus reducing the total (time-averaged) and peak SBS. As the electron

temperature reaches 2.5 keV (solid blue, right axis), the total backscatter goes to zero.

Gold 1.6-mm diameter, 2-mm long hohlraum targets produce a uniform density plateau

using 1 atm of gas fill consisting of 30% CH4, and 70% C3H8 expressed as partial pressures.

The heater beams (1 ns square pulse) are focused near the 800 micron diameter laser entrance

holes. The plasma conditions along the interaction beam path (Te = 3.5 keV, ne = 5 ×
1020 cm−3, L = 1.6 mm) are comparable to the scale lengths before the ablation region on

current ignition targets planned to be shot on the NIF (Te > 3.0 keV, ne ' 5× 1020 cm−3,

L ' 2.0 mm).

The 3ω interaction beam (1 ns square pulse) is focused by a f/6.7 lens through a contin-

uous phase plate (CPP) to a minimum vacuum diameter at the center of the hohlraum of

100 microns. The power averaged intensity at best focus for this beam is Ip = 8.5×1012E[J],

where E is the incident laser beam energy ranging from 100 J to 400 J.

Light scattered from the interaction beam is measured using a full-aperture backscatter

station (FABS), near backscatter imager (NBI), and a 3ω transmitted beam diagnostic

(3ωTBD) [8]. Light scattered back into the original beam cone is collected by the FABS;

both the SBS (351 nm) and SRS (500 nm) spectrum and energy are independently measured.

Backscattered light outside of the original beam cone reflects from a plate surrounding the

interaction beam. The plate is imaged onto two charge-coupled devices (CCD) which time

integrate the SBS and SRS signals. The 3ωTBD allows us to accurately measure the light
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FIG. 3: (a) The narrow SBS spectra for a laser beam intensity of 1.7 × 1015 W-cm−2 indicates

scattering from a uniform plasma created with a total heater beam energy of 16 kJ. At peak

electron temperature (Te = 3.5 keV), there is no measured SBS. Early in time, the plasma is cold

(Te = 1.5 keV) and a peak reflectivity of 25% is measured. The forward spectra is measured

(insert) and shows a strong frequency shift in time. (b) The reflectivity is calculated using linear

gains, Eq. 2. The wavelength shift early in time (∆λ = 7.5Å) is consistent with the simulated

plasma parameters.

propagating through the target upto twice the original beam cone. The transmitted energy,

spectrum, and temporal beam spray are measured. By correlating the plasma parameters,

backscatter, and transmission measurements we are able to obtain a detailed scaling of

reflectivity as a function of electron temperature.

Figure 2 shows a strong reduction in the backscattered light as the electron temperature

along the hohlraum axis exceeds 2.5 keV for an interaction beam intensity of Ip = 1.7 ×
1015 W-cm−2. The decrease in reflectivity with increasing temperature is a direct result of

reducing the SBS three wave coupling as evident in the linear gain for intensity,

Gsbs = 290 · λo[µm]

(
ne

ncr

)(
L[mm]

Te[keV]

)(
ωa

νa

)
I15[W-cm−2] (1)

where ne

ncr
= 0.05 is the fraction of electron density to the critical density for 3ω light, Z=2.2

is the average charge state for our fully ionized CH gas, and L ∼ 1.6 mm is the gain length.

Te/Ti changes by less than 15% and the Landau damping for our conditions is νa/ωa ≈ 0.3.

The theoretical curve in Fig. 2(a) is obtained by applying linear theory including pump
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depletion [13] ,

R (1−R) = εeGo
To
Te

(1−R) (2)

where ε ≈ 10−9 is the thermal noise. The peak linear SBS gain calculated by post processing

the plasma properties from HYDRA simulations using the code LIP[14] is Go = 24 for

To = 1.8 keV. At this intensity (Ip = 1.7×1015 W-cm−2) no backscattered light was detected

by the NBI outside of the original beam cone. No SRS is measured in these experiments, as

predicted by the moderate linear SRS gains (Gsrs < 20).

The SBS spectra measured by FABS (Fig. 3a) for a power averaged intensity in the

interaction beam of Ip = 1.7 × 1015 W-cm−2 shows a narrow feature that peaks when the

interaction beam reaches maximum power and the plasma is cold (Te = 1.8 keV). The

temporal reflectivity and wavelength shift of this spectra are well reproduced by the linear

gain calculations shown in Fig. 3b where the SBS power spectrum has been calculated using

linear theory, Eq. 2. The simulated reflectivity is consistent with the measurements when

the instrument function (σ = 100 ps) has been convolved to account for the time shear

introduced by the spectrometer. Both the simulation and the experimental results show

that when the plasma reaches a temperature above 2.5 keV, the total backscatter is less

than 1%.

Furthermore, the simulated SBS frequency shift is consistent with the measured spectrum

when accounting for the frequency change observed in the forward scattered light [15]. The

frequency of the light propagating in the plasma is shifted as it moves through the changing

density. This is observed by the 3ωTBD as the transmitted light is shifted by a few angstroms

(Fig. 3) over the time of the experiment.

Low backscatter and high electron temperature leads to a peak transmission (Fig-

ure 4) greater than 90% for intensities Ip ≤ 2 × 1015 W-cm−2. The total scattered power

(3ωTBD + backscatter) compares with well with HYDRA simulations that account for in-

verse bremsstrahlung absorbtion.

In addition to this high transmission, Fig. 5(b) shows that 75% of the total transmitted

power is measured within the original (f/6.7) beam cone after propagation through the high

temperature plasma. For intensities above Ip > 2.0×1015 W-cm−2, transmission within twice

the beam cone drops to 55% and 65% of the energy is outside of the original beam cone.

Furthermore, backscattered light outside of the FABS is measured by the NBI. For the

highest intensity shots (4× 1015 W-cm−2), 50% of the total backscattered energy is outside
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FIG. 4: At peak electron temperature (t=800 ps), we measure a peak transmission above 90% (blue

curve) for an interaction beam intensity of Ip = 1.4 × 1015 W-cm−2. The calculated transmission

(orange curve) is determined by multiplying the absorption calculated by HYDRA with the incident

laser pulse; these results compared to the total measured light in the interaction beam; the total

measured light is equal to the sum of the measured transmission and the reflected light (red).

of the original beam cone.

Beam spray is a direct measure of filamentation; the filamentation threshold for an ideal

beam can be calculated by balancing the plasma pressure with the pondermotive force

resulting from the transverse profile of the laser beam [16]. Theoretical work using the laser-

plasma interaction code Pf3D has extended this work to include the laser beam intensity

profile with a random phase plate (RPP) [17],

FFOM =
Ipλ

2

1013

(
ne

ncr

)(
3

Te

)(
f#

8

)2

(3)

where Ip is the power averaged intensity at best focus, λ is the wavelength of the laser beam,

ne/ncr = 6% is the fraction of electron density to the critical density at 3ω, Te = 3 keV is

the electron temperature, and f# = 6.7 is the ratio of the focal length to the beam diameter.

When the filamentation figure of merit (FFOM) is greater than one, the beam is expected

to experience significant filamentation and beam spray. Our measurements presented in

Fig. 5(b) are compared with the peak FFOM determined by post-processing the parameters

calculated by the hydrodynamic simulations where the filamentation threshold is calculated

to be at IFFOM = 1.5 × 1015 W-cm−2; at intensities less than this threshold, there is good

laser beam propagation through the plasma.

In summary, we have demonstrated laser beam propagation through ICF hohlraums at

ignition plasma conditions. This is accomplished through high electron temperature plasmas
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FIG. 5: The time integrated transmitted beam profile is a measure of the beam spray which is a

direct indication of filamentation in the plasma; the incident intensity is varied (a) no plasma, (b)

Ip = 1.2× 1015W-cm−2, (c) Ip = 2× 1015W-cm−2, (d) Ip = 3.5× 1015W-cm−2. (e) For intensities

less than IFFOM = 1.5 × 1015W-cm−2, 70% of the energy is measured to remain in the original

f/6.7 beam cone (circle).

that reduce the linear gains below their thresholds (Gsbs,srs < 20, FFOM< 1). For electron

temperatures above 3 keV total backscatter is shown to be below 1% while producing a

transparent plasma with a peak transmission greater than 90%. The laser beam is shown to

propagate without beam spray for intensities below 2×1015 W-cm−2; above this intensity the

beam is shown to filament. These experiments verify the ability of current models to predict

ignition hohlraum conditions and laser-plasma interaction linear gains for filamentation,

SBS, and SRS. Furthermore, these results show the importance of predicting the electron

temperature prior to peak power when the plasma is cold; a small change in the electron

temperature can lead to a significant increase in the backscattered energy.
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